Sub : To develop a core cutting and processing laboratory under Dr. Sheikh Nawaz Ali

Dear Sirs,

This Institute planned to develop a core cutting and processing laboratory under Dr. Sheikh Nawaz Ali – Civil work of wall construction with window at end of corridor, Aluminium enclosure with door, electricity including light socket and fixtures, running water connection with sink and drainage and other related works. The Agencies who can carried out this nature of works are requested to submit their quotations in sealed cover, after visiting the site at” Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeosciences, 53-University Road, Lucknow 226 007” so as to reach this office on or before 5:00 P.M. on 27.01.2023 duly super scribed “Quotation develop core cutting and processing laboratory(under Dr. Sheikh Nawaz Ali)

Price should be mentioned for a complete work

Payment will be made after satisfactory completion of work

Yours sincerely,

(Sandeep Kumar Shivhare) Registrar